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Chuck Otto 
The Business Case for Sustainability: 

A Tree-Hugger’s Journey 

I was a tree-hugger for a long time, more slogan-happy than informed. My 

environmental knowledge was, appropriately, paper-thin, and my sustainability agenda 

began and ended with “Save the Planet.” 

I’d had some exposure to the business side of green during my PR agency days in 

Chicago, when I worked on the U.S. Department of Energy’s “Clean Cities” program in 

the 1990s. At that time our focus was on improving air quality in major urban areas, and 

early-prototype electric vehicles were a promising new development, if still a novelty. 

When I relocated to West Michigan I briefly returned to the agency business but 

eventually went out on my own as a writer and communications consultant. Through a 

casual acquaintance it was my good fortune to get a foot in the door at Herman Miller. 

As a rookie in the office furniture industry, I learned a lot – quickly – about furniture 

design and manufacture. Eventually I had the opportunity to work with Herman Miller’s 

Environmental Quality Action Team (EQAT), then led by Paul Murray.  

Those years with Herman Miller opened my eyes to the world of corporate social 

responsibility and environmental stewardship. Paul and his team showed me that a 

company with a conscience pays close attention to what goes into its products, as well 

as what can be recovered and reused at each product’s end-of-life. I gained a greater 

understanding of how sustainable thinking can positively influence supply chains, global 

manufacturing and marketing, and ultimately corporate reputations. 

Through Herman Miller I became involved with the West Michigan Sustainable Business 

Forum (WMSBF) and the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). I soon discovered that 

a lot of companies in our region and worldwide are making strides in advancing 

sustainable business practices. Through these organizations and others I learned about 

cradle to cradle product design, third-party certification and the Triple Bottom Line of 

People, Planet, Profit. I had the chance to personally hear many global sustainability 

leaders present their case, from Interface Fabric founder Ray Anderson and architect 

Bill McDonough to entrepreneur/author Paul Hawken and natural sciences 

writer/biomimicry advocate Janine Benyus. I read their books and discovered other 

voices along the way, a process that continues to this day. 

Projects for companies like Dow, Whirlpool and Wolverine Worldwide expanded my 

sustainability business experience beyond office furniture to include consumer products, 

household appliances and apparel. Volunteer work for the USGBC and Grand Rapids 

Mayor George Heartwell’s first Environmental Advisory Committee gave me new 
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insights into the fields of sustainable architecture, education and urban planning. 

WMSBF gatherings have kept me current on regional sustainability initiatives.  

Now, after more than a decade of study and work experience, I feel comfortable voicing 

my “elevator speech,” making the case for corporate social responsibility and 

sustainability. It goes like this: 

We live in a time of threatened natural resources, unequally distributed; a compromised 

climate; political and social gridlock; and a world population estimated to reach 9 billion 

by 2050. Leadership in thought and action is demanded to ensure there will be a future 

worth living for the generations that follow.  

The business sector is uniquely positioned to drive this conversation, to help make 

sustainability a standard practice, and to foster the innovations that may one day solve 

the world’s ultimate supply and demand problem. 

The companies that truly get it and embrace the sustainability model are pursuing new 

operational efficiencies; developing alternative and/or renewable energy and raw 

materials sources; reducing waste and emissions; and working to create a healthier 

workplace for their employees. 

These organizations are smart, because they are preparing for the inevitable: a future of 

increased regulation and greater stakeholder accountability, as well as the reduced 

availability of traditional resource materials. They are being proactive instead of 

reactive. Bottom line, they’re exercising good business sense. 

This is not to suggest that “green” companies have all the answers. They don’t. True 

sustainability is a moving target, and an organization doing right in one area may well 

be completely neglecting another. But whether jumping in feet-first or taking tentative 

baby steps, any enterprise with the foresight to seriously engage sustainability and 

social responsibility deserves praise and encouragement. 
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It’s been my pleasure and privilege to help many of these organizations tell their story 

over the past decade. I’ve learned a lot, and continue to, and hope that my contributions 

to communicating their successes and challenges have made a difference. If our work 

has served to inspire, guide, provoke or compel others to begin their own sustainability 

journey, then it’s all been worthwhile. 

By the way, I’m still a tree-hugger. The big difference today is that I also appreciate 

trees’ terrestrial carbon sequestration properties and unique contributions to 

biodiversity. So it’s an intellectual and an emotional relationship. 

 


